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JOINT EMBASSY/USIS MESSAGE

SUMMARY

Danish press play of Thule crash story has varied between 
moderate attitudes and critical stories on U.S. handling 
of the incident. With a few exceptions, editorials have 
been generally calm in tone. Most, however, have under
lined concern about contamination dangers, and many have 
expressed suspicion that U.S. has been overflying Green
land with nuclear bombers in violation of Denmark's 
no-nuclear policy”. Chances are good that the sover

eignty and contamination issues will continue to persist in 
the months ahead.

END SUMMARY
Despite a few significant exceptions, Danish press play and 
reaction on the Thule B-52 crash has been relatively mod
erate in terras of the sensational possibilities of such a 
dramatic event. There has been speculation on the spread 
of radioactivity by sea currents and contamination of 
Greenland's seafood exports. Several contentious points 
have been raised, .however, principally on nuclear over- 
fiigbts of Danish territory and alleged withholding of 
information by the Americans. At this writing the issue 
is not emotionally charged, but there is interest in re
covery operations and speculation about reviewing the 
Greenland base agreements with the United States.
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The most apparent editorial pressure at the moment is by 
Politiken. Copenhagen's second largest newspaper (daily cir- 
culatlon: 142,353) and mouthpiece for the much-strengthened 
Radical Liberal Party. Politiken February 5 featured an article 
quoting an unnamed Danish authority in Greenland to the effect 
that bomb debris had penetrated the ice and was susceptible to 
dispersion by bay currents. The paper followed up next day 
with a story saying the failure of officials to deny the ear
lier report indicated that it was true. Politiken then on 
February 7 carried an article focusing on the new Government's 
intentions to discuss the Thule crash and perhaps send a For
eign Ministry official for clarification of U.S. nuclear policy.

Politiken thus seems to be contriving to keep the Thule issue 
alive. This may have special significance because of the 
paper's political affiliation and its close relationship with 
Prime Minister Baunsgaard. Other papers have virtually dropped 
the Thule story during the past week while featuring other 
dramatic developments in Viet-Nam, Korea and Washington.

The Thule story broke January 23 with banners in all Copenhagen 
papers. Play was confined largely to straight news, with em
phasis on the plane's nuclear payload. Radical Liberal Ekstra- 
Bladet (circ.: 144,362) editorialized in a news story about the 
withholding of the crash news for 18 hours because of the elec
tion, scheduled for the 23rd. This seemed to be a bid to 
embarrass the incumbent Social Democratic government and per
haps gain some last-minute votes.

The initial Politiken editorial raised a question as to whether 
the ban on nuclear overflights in Greenland had been violated. 
Conservative B.T. (cird.: 179,400), in a column entitled "Let 
Us Keep Cool,",, accepted the necessity for nuclear bombers to 
be aloft and warned against letting the Leftists use the mishap 
for political purposes. The Conservative Jutland daily, 
Jyllands-Posten (circ.: 72,067), wanted reassurances that U.S. 
nuclear bombers were not overflying Greenland and recommended 
that the U.S. renew its pledge in this regard. It also raised 
the question whether the strategic advantage of airborne nuclear 
weapons out-weighed the risks of crashes.

Second-day Danish play on Thule featured the impending departure 
of four Danish experts for Thule. Conservative Berlingske 
Tidende (circ.: 169,608) editorialized that the U.S. should 
clarify its understanding that Danish nuclear policy also ap
plies to Greenland. The influential Church daily, Kris leli^t 
Dagblad (circ.: 17,824) emphasized that Greenland must remain 
nuclear-free and that a violation of this principle’ may damage 
NATO. Social D emocratic Aktuelt (circ.: 38,785) saw no indica
tion that Danish sovereignty had been violated and noted that
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nuclear weapons pass much closer to Denmark when Soviet war
ships sail through Danish waters. Berlingske Tidende. in a 
background article^ made the same point and concluded that 
the crash at Thule would not ’’necessitate a revision of Dan
ish nuclear policy.” Politiken reported that the Danish 
Government delayed announcing the crash out of consideration 
for an American request that it wait until there were a clearer 
picture and next-of-kin had been notified. The stories of the 
Pueblo seizure and U.S. recognition of the Greek junta much 
reduced the play on Greenland January 2b.

The Pueblo story led all papers again on January 25. On Green
land, all papers featured the news that weapons hardware had 
been found, radiation detected, seal-hunting banned in the 
area, and assurances received from the United States that the 
radiation hazard was not great. A Politiken special feature, 
entitled "Radiation Danger in Sea Around Greenland", raised 
the question of radiation danger but counseled calmness and 
noted that alpha radiation is limited in range and penetration. 
It quoted Danish scientists, however, on the possibility that 
mussels might become contaminated and in turn contaminate 
walruses which migrate each year to other areas of Greenland. 
Other Politiken coverage included a story reporting that the 
Americans would not allow third-country reporters into Thule 
on the grounds that there were no beds for them, and an edi
torial stressing that the bombs must be salvaged, the precise 
circumstances of the crash be determined, and the effect such 
flights as this on Greenland's welfare be established.

The President’s call-up of reserves in connection with the 
Pueblo incident again depressed the Greenland play in the 
papers of January 26. The principal attention to Thule was 
confined to two editorials: One, in the independent Copenhagen 
daily. Information (circ.: 19,879), demanded clarification of 
the Greenland agreement and complained that the Danish Foreign 
Office had to learn about Greenland developments from the U.S.
State Department. The second editorial, in Jyllands-Posten, 
argued that it is naive to expect that U.S. air patrols can 
always avoid Greenland and that Denmark should perhaps allow 
free passage across Greenland, concluding with the comment that 
"the U.S. deserves to be defended for once." This constituted 
a reversal of the paper's editorial position of January 23rd.

ttOE archive

With uncharacteristic hostility, Conservative tabloid B.T. 
on January 27 covered page 1 with the headline, "Greenland 
is Danish, Colonel." An unsigned story attributed this quota
tion to Professor Joergen Koch, one of the four Danish scien
tists in Thule, who was pictured as being exasperated with the 
U.S. base commander. The story further reported that B«T.'s 
correspondent, Bertel Thomsen, was threatened with house-arrest
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if he talked to persons involved in the Thule operations.
In investigating these charges, the Embassy's Information 
Officer got the following background from Thomsen:

Thpmsen had interviewed four Danish workers who had just re
turned from Thule before his departure from Copenhagen. He 
wrote a story on the plane quoting these men as saying all 
Danish workers at Thule were prohibited from talking to the 
press. This story was then sent back to Copenhagen with the 
pilot of the return SAS flight. B.T.'s rewrite-man had in
corporated this idea with other information not furnished by 
Thomsen, coming up with a composite story. Thomsen was 
clearly distressed by this mishandling of his copy.

The Embassy's Information Officer, who was in Thule with the 
correspondents and taped all four press conferences, said 
there was no basis for the report that Koch had scolded the 
bape commander, and Koch was described as angry when he heard 
this. The only substance that can be found is an innocuous 
remark by Koch in a general statement upon arriving at Thule 
thpit the problem of radiation in this accident would be 
handled precisely as if it had occurred anywhere else on 
Danish territory.

On January 28 B.T. -- which obviously had been pressured by 
Dapish officials on its earlier story -- reported new contra- 
diptory telegrams from Thule. One, from a Greenland Ministry 
official, Hans Lassen, explained Koch's original statement 
about Danish territory and said Koch had received utmost 
cooperation from the Americans. Another telegram quoted by 
the paper, however, said Professor Koch had confirmed to 
Ritzau's Bureau (the Danish national news service) that "he 
had to make precise to the American authorities that Greenland 
is Danish territory," but at the same time said he was satis
fied with the way the Americans were working.

Although of relatively little importance, the B,T. articles 
received wide attention and touched a sensitive nerve of 
Danish pride. They constituted the most incendiary of the 
negative reports arising from the Thule accident.

Also on the 28th, Berlingske Tidende carried a five-column 
article by its Greenland expert in Thule, Joergen Felbo. This 
piece, which reflected much care, was serviced to State, DOD 
and USIA in A-368 of January 30. It included critical comments 
about the American information policy and hinted at U.S. at
tempts at news suppression. Its main impact, however, was more 
disturbing: It raised the question that the Thule crash may
alter both the way of life and means of livelihood of the 
Greenlanders. It further dwelt on the vague possibility that

7^?
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Greenland's exports would he permanently damaged due either 
to actual contamination or to the psychological effect of 
rumored contamination upon Greenland.'s European customers.

Press play since January 26 has been modest and largely 
routine. Emphasis has been on what actions the new Bauns
gaard government might undertake in this connection in the 
context of its full foreign-policy formulation. This does 
not mean, however, that press and television attention will 
not return to the bomber issue when other spectacular world 
events cool off. There is enough Leftist interest alone to 
guarantee that the Greenland base rights will be raised as a 
means of pressuring the Government and embarrassing the 
United States.

Another aspect which might well come to the fore is compensa
tion for damages. This might entail an exaggeration of the 
alleged losses caused by nuclear contamination. It is believed 
that one member of the Danish scientific team in Thule has 
been collecting evidence of damage caused by the crash and its 
consequences to the Greenland population of the area in the 
indefinite future. This scientist. Dr. Otto Kofoed-Hansen, 
has now left for Palomares to review the radiation effects 
there.

«
It is perhaps noteworthy that one apparent error in reporting 
the first-day story out of Washington has generated more mis
chief on the soverignty issue than any other news development 
up to now. This was a Reuter reference that the B-52 was 
"on a routine flight froin Platt sburgh, N. Y. , to Thule". Despite 
clarification both in Thule and in Copenhagen, the Danish 
press at first persisted in accepting this phrase as an offi
cial U.S. Government statement. The popular impression here 
may still be that U.S. officials admitted flying to Thule at 
first and later changed the story.

Two other essentially minor developments were distorted and 
expanded out of all proportion. One was a warning by a*i 
American officer to the reporters at Thule not to approach 
or "talk to" the Greenland dog-team drivers. This was at 
first interpreted and reported as an attempt to muzzle the 
reporters^ but the initial impression was dispelled-in later 
stories. The second incident resulted from a U.S. senior of
ficer's remark that reporters who violated the regulations 
necessary for their own safety at Thule would be confined to 
their quarters. This is the origin of the "house-arrest" 
charge referred to by B_;_T. ' ‘ POE ARCHIVES

A third misunderstanding arose from the-.fact that there is a 
clause in the Danish construction firm's employment contract
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for all Danish workers at the Thule base whij^-^enuires 
that they not discuss any matters pert
with journalists. This restriction, which we understand 
was enforced by the contractor at Thule, was taken by 
the journalists when they first arrive
against them, and the incident was rehashed and exploited 
as a natural opportunity to be critical of U.S. officials.

DiVISON OF
COMMENT; It is difficult to anticipate the
Thule story from now on. The bomber-overflight question 
has been a continuous political issue and can be expected 
to persist. Debate yesterday in Parliament highlighted 
this fact. (Separate report follows.) A faction in the 
Radical Liberal Party in the Government may wish to use 
the Thule accident to further a traditional neutralist- 
pacifist approach to foreign affairs -- although this is 
not at all evident in the first few days of Prime Ministei 
Baunsgaard’s administration.

Damage claims pose another possible attraction. There is 
a natural desire in some quarters to get as much compensa
tion out of this incident as possible. This necessarily 
would entail the maximum exaggeration of the harm caused 
by contamination resulting from the crash. The Palomares 
incident might even provide a scale against which the 
Greenland incident could be measured to determine what 
should be considered as just compensation.

There are also elements of the press that may pursue the 
Thule incident as an anti-American irritant even if the 
national policy were to de-emphasize the incident in 
Greenland's economic interest and not to seek abnormal or 
unfair compensation. On the other hand, there are politi
cal and personal views in Denmark which would resist any 
attempt to capitalize unfairly upon the situation if the 
evidence were clear that no real harm had been done.
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